ABOUT US
Our holistic, data-driven approach aligns leadership teams, creates employee
engagement and highlights customer value to achieve long term business
results.
My Executive Solutions is a leadership consulting and development
firm specializing in pragmatic, results-based solutions for large and
mid-sized corporations.
As trusted advisors, My Executive Solutions’ consultants help leaders unveil their purpose, create their vision, and develop a culture of
alignment, opportunity, accountability, and growth.
Emphasis is placed on execution, optimizing the organization’s results.
We specialize in the following areas:
• Organizational Effectiveness Assessments
• Team Alignment and Development Sessions
• Executive Coaching
• Leadership Development Seminars
• Employee Engagement Surveys
• Organizational Development Support

We deeply invest in executives, teams and
organizations to gain a holistic understanding of their challenges and strategic vision.
Our level of investment goes beyond delivering a service, it involves a level of customized support that transforms leaders, teams
and organizations.

OBJECTIVES
Translate the organization’s vision to fully integrate and engage the employee base with the desired business
results.
•
Listen and identify critical processes and behavioral areas for change.
•
Leverage talent and crate alignment with key business deliverables.

ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION PROCESS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding
organizational challenges
Analyzing market
trends
Understanding the
competition
Understanding
customer needs and
client value
Identifying key differentiators
Visualizing the path
to deliver client
value

Branding

Alignment

Vision
•
•

•
•
•
•

Gain clarity on “current reality.”
Establishing a new
level of executive
team engagement
with their divisions
Cascading Business
Units alignment sessions
Targeting executive
coaching
Prioritizing and
action planning of
critical deliverables
Creating a culture
of transparency and
accountability

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Communication

Aligning on re•
branding strategy
for the organization internally and
externally
Creating a stronger,
more focused story
that energizes the
•
organization
Leveraging opportunities for
exposure
Identifying solutions to reenergize
employee engagement and client
interactions
•

RESULTS
•

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

EXECUTIVE COACHING

DATA COLLECTION & TEAM ALIGNMENT

An increased level of engagement and a work
environment that attracts, motivates and retains top
talent.
A stronger sense of urgency and passion to win as
an individual, team and organization.
Deeper customer focus leading to accelerated revenue expansion.
Higher productivity by eliminating limiting behaviors or perceptions that impede group performance.
Healthy levels of teamwork and collaboration resulting in speed of execution.

Utilizing multiple channels of
communication to
engage the executive team deeper in
the organization and
client base
Writing powerful
messages that inspire, motivate and
energize employees
and create client
loyalty (articles,
press releases, town
hall messages, and
other critical communications)
Creating 100-day
targeted communication plan

•
•
•
•

Client Focus
•

•

•
•

•

•
Establishing “Client
Focus” as a critical
organizational value
and advantage
Communicating
with clarity key
•
differentiating
behaviors
Identifying potential
wins and focus on
key relationships
Measuring effective- •
ness and engagement of client
relationships
Examining client
success and failures •
(communicating
winning strategies
and implementing
corrective actions)

Talent
Identifying high
potentials, midmanagement, and
key contributors
to maximize their
impact
Extending interactions with the
executive team and
create a culture
of mentoring and
coaching
Developing leadership competencies
through leadership development
seminars
Establishing a motivation and reward
strategy aligned to
critical path deliverables

Targeted communications to support high performance attitudes and behaviors.
An increased clarity of accountability for individuals, teams and divisions with a focus on
implementing results-based activities.
Innovative strategies, practices and behaviors
that create competitive advantage.
An increased level of openness and trust among
the employee base.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
ASSESSMENTS

A DATA DRIVEN APPROACH
UNCOVER

Organizational Issues
& Challenges

GAIN CLARITY

Team Dynamics & Behavioral
Issues Limiting Growth

Our Organizational Effectiveness Assessments help executive leadership
teams gain a deeper understanding of
organizational challenges and areas of
focus.
Our holistic approach exploring intrapersonal, interpersonal and systemic team
dynamics is directed at the leadership
levels and cascade deeper within the organization, creating a sense of urgency
and accountability for individuals and
teams.
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Data Collection
To be successful at any change or improvement effort, it is critical to have a clear understanding
of
the
existing
circumstances.
Our data collection process has as the ultimate objective to help leadership teams increase their understanding of the issues and challenges in the organization.
Data is gathered through in-depth anonymous interviews
and online surveys with the sponsor, key stakeholders,
colleagues, cross-functional peers, and direct reports.
Questions are customized to address the be-

haviors, skills, and competencies that are
most critical to the success of the business.
Quantitative and qualitative data unveils
a unique opportunity to gain a broad view
of the organization’s current functioning
and creates momentum and focus to address issues directly and

define solutions.

Extensive documentation is produced, allowing the data to guide the action planning
to
support
organizational
success.

Questions are customized to address the areas being targeted during the engagement such as:

INTRAPERSONAL

•
•
•
•
•
•

SELF-LEADERSHIP AND AWARENESS
INTENTIONS, MOTIVATIONS, AND RESULTS
QUALITY OF JUDGEMENTS
ABILITY TO CONNECT WITH OTHER PEOPLE
DEDICATION AND COMMITMENT
GOALS, VISION, AND PURPOSE

INTERPERSONAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEVELS OF TEAMWORK AND COOPERATION
TRUST AND PARTNERSHIPS
QUALITY OF COMMUNICATIONS
DECISION MAKING
WIN-LOSE OR WIN-WIN DYNAMICS
COACHING AND FEEDBACK
CONFLICT PROBLEM SOLVING
RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
MORALE LEVELS
HIDDEN AGENDAS AND TURF ISSUES
ALIGNMENT ON VISION

SYSTEMIC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FORMAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
CUSTOMER SERVICE ORIENTATION
MISSION AND VISION STATEMENTS
POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND PROCESSES
BUSINESS MODELS
REWARD AND RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL PLANNING
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS PROCESSES
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EXECUTIVE
COACHING

A HOLISTIC, CUSTOMIZED APPROACH
GROW

Personally &
Professionally

Our Goal
Our goal is to accelerate the personal
and professional growth of our executive clients thereby empowering them
to drive bottom line results.
Our holistic approach explores the
intrapersonal, interpersonal and systemic dynamics of the executive and
the organization. The engagement begins by identifying key areas of development and maximum impact to both
the leader and the organization, and
continues to align action plans and
communication strategy. Executives
are able to seek direct feedback, guidance and support from his/her coach.

ACHIEVE

Unprecedented Results

Our Coaching Philosophy
At My Executive Solutions, our underlying philosophy is
that each leader has the power to achieve extraordinary
results. Each leader makes a difference, and each has the
power to create significant opportunities to sustain and
deepen commitment, fostering long-term organizational
alignment and growth.
Helping leaders explore and overcome emotional drivers
that trigger ineffective behaviors while tapping into their
unique strengths and potential is what we do best.
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Executive Coaching Framework
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TEAM
ALIGNMENT &
DEVELOPMENT

A HOLISTIC, CUSTOMIZED APPROACH
ALIGN

On Vision & 		
Strategy

Our Goal
Our goal is to help executive and leadership teams achieve clarity and full
alignment around the behavioral challenges that present the greatest opportunities for improvement for the team
and the organization.

ACHIEVE

On behavioral challenges
that limit individual and team success

It Is About Transformation...
Driving organizational transformation requires leadership courage, conviction, and commitment.
At My Executive Solutions, we help leadership
teams transform by maximizing their true potential,
gaining clarity on their current reality, defining their vision, mission, and shared team expectations, while strengthening communication, customer focus and execution that drives business results.
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Team Alignment & Development Sessions Framework

2-DAY OFFSITE

•
•
•
•
•

Collectively as a team, identify key organizational issues and their causes.
Create a stronger sense of individual and team accountability.
Identify critical priorities to align the culture, and create stronger unified teamwork within the leadership
team.
Solidify an action plan to collectively move the team
and the organization forward.
Commit to Individual Behavioral Agreements.

1-DAY FOLLOW UP
Facilitated 4 weeks later
•
•
•

Capitalize on the early momentum and engage the
sponsor fully in the process through the review of the
collective progress to date.
Provide feedback on behavioral and leadership dynamics.
Review and update initial action plan to collectively
move the organization forward.

1-DAY MILESTONE
SESSION
Facilitated 1 year later
•
•
•
•
•

Assess effectiveness and progress of the team.
Identify key areas of growth to leverage, while analyzing opportunities to be addressed.
Support the team’s initiatives, by further aligning the
leadership team around shared organizational objectives and vision.
Further assess development opportunities at a team and
individual level.
Further identify and prioritize immediate action plans
that are critical to the success of the team and to the
organization as a whole.
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LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
SEMINARS

AN EXPERIENTIAL & TRANSFORMATIONAL
APPROACH

DEVELOP

Your next generation
of leaders

Our Goal
Our leadership development seminars incorporate compelling experiential dynamics
designed to expand each individual’s inner
awareness and leadership traits. Our focus
is to awaken their drive, vision and passion
to transform their careers and their organization.

EMPOWER
Your leaders to
raise their game

It Is About Investing In Your People...
To remain current and competitive requires a continous
investment in your people to ensure that the necessary
leadership competencies are built among your leaders.

At My Executive Solutions, we help organizations develop
their next generation of leaders to drive the organization forward with passion, vision, leadership effectiveThrough the facilitation of highly custom- ness, innovation, and positive attitude that energizes
ized learning experiences, we create content individuals and teams to achieve extraordinary results.
and dynamics that provoke thought, and
ignites inspiration to raise the game and increase organizational impact.
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Leadership Seminars Modular Library
Our leadership development seminars focus on delivering the perfect balance between traditional and more
current approaches to leadership. Built on a modular
platform, our seminars are fully customized to deliver a
solution that addresses your organizational challenges.
Our leadership development curriculum includes:
The Executive Journey Series
• The Executive Journey.
• The Power of Leveraging Best Practices.
• The Power of Situational Leadership,
• The Power of Strategic Thinking.
• The Power of Thinking Big.
• The Power of Risk.
• The Power of Innovation and Creativity.
• The Power of Story: The Secrets of Great Communicators.
• The Power of Prioritization: Tools for Managing
Chaos, Setting Priorities and Making Decisions under Pressure.
• The Power of You: Strengths-Based Leadership.
• The Power of Coaching and Mentoring.

•
•
•
•
•

The Power Of Brand: Developing your Team
Brand.
The Power of Credibility: Building Organizational Trust for HR Professionals.
The Power of Motivation.
The Power of Momentum: Driving Execution.
The Power of Coaching and Mentoring.

The Journey of Change And Transformation
• Leading Through Change.
• The Power Of Transition.
• The Power Of Transformation.
• The Power of Positive Energy.
• The Power of Self-Awareness: Understanding
Yourself Through Diagnostic Tools.

The Journey of Building Relationships
• The Power of Connection: Building Relationships.
• The Power of Relationship Selling
• The Power of Listening with All Your Senses.
• The Power of Relationships: Emotional IntelliThe Supervisor Journey Series
gence in Practice.
• The Power of Career Development
• The Power of The Customer Experience.
• Establishing Yourself as a Supervisor: Foundations
• The Power of Interest-Based Negotiation.
and Boundaries for Leaders.
• The Power of Virtual Connection: Leading Vir• The Power of Conflict Resolution.
tual and Remote Teams.
• The Power of Delegation, Goal Setting and Accountability.
• Effective Communication Skills.
The Winning Team Journey Series
• The Power Of Team Building: Creating Winning
Teams.
• The Power of Team: Understanding People’s Preferences and Differences: The Myers Briggs Instrument.
• The Power of Team: Improving Productivity: DISC
Assessment.
• The Power Of Building Your Team: Behavioral Interviewing Techniques.
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